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General setting
 Assume n observations, p dimensions: 

Tasks: regression, classification, clustering, density estimation, 
manifold learning, etc.

Curse of dimensionality: Risk of a typical non-parametric 
estimator increases exponentially with the dimension

X1, X2, . . . , Xn ! F where Xi = (Xi1, . . . , Xip) " Rp

MSE ! c

n4/(4+p)

MSE = ! " n #
! c

!

"p/4

In our case: p>>10

Dimension Sample Size
1 4
2 19
3 67
...

...
8 43,700
9 187,000

10 842,000
Adapted from 
[Silverman,1986)]
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Natural data are usually highly redundant with low intrinsic 
dimensionality

Ex. groups of correlated variables

  (nearby spectral bands, genes in the same pathway, etc.)

   May become evident only in a different basis representation!
Variable transformation rather than variable subset selection.

Ex. data that lie on a manifold (non-linear structure)

Sparse structures -- the reason high-
dimensional inference is possible

Next: Examples of structure in natural data



Ex: Natural Images
Empirical study of large database of generic images

Extract 3-by-3 random patches. Contrast normalize and study distribution on a 7-dim 
sphere S7

[Lee, Pedersen and Mumford, 2001] Empirical evidence that the data 
concentrate around a non-linear submanifold of low intrinsic dimensionality! 

 Edges of different orientations and translations (2 natural degrees of freedom)

Ex of natural image from large database
Extract 3-by-3 patches, study distribution in S7

Predictions from ICA Observed structure:
2-dim submanifold in S7

Q: Can we learn the intrinsic geometry of data?
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Data cube: 652x491x128

Hyper-spectral image
(pathology skin data)

n samples (spectra), p~128 dims

Ex: Hyperspectral Data

Q: More condensed features/combinations for later analysis?
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Ex: DNA Expression Microarrays

[Scherf et al., Nature Genetics 24(3), 2000] 

n~100 samples; p~1,000-10,000 genes (dims)

Q: Features that reflect this inherent (multi-scale) organization?
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High Dimensional Data Analysis: 
Two Important Issues

1. To find a good initial basis or set of features.
E.g. Construct ON basis. Dimensionality reduction by projection

2. To find a parameterization and metric that reflects the 
intrinsic (non-linear) geometry of the data.  

Natural occurring data often have a low intrinsic dimensionality.

Tk : Rp ! Rk, x! Tkx = (x · w1, x · w2, . . . , x · wk)
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Two complementary methods presented here:

1. Treelets  [Lee, Nadler, Wasserman, 2007]

Wavelet-inspired basis for feature extraction and multi-scale analysis

Especially well-suited for data with groupings between variables

2. Diffusion maps [Coifman, Lafon, Lee, Nadler, Maggioni, 2005]

Non-linear eigenmap technique. Finds a global representation by propagating 
information of local geometry

Laplacian-based eigenmap method [Belkin and Niyogi, 2003]

spectral kernel methods <=> classical smoothing [Lee and Wasserman, 2008]

manifold learning organize and subsample general graphs 
[Lafon and Lee, 2006]
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PART 1: TREELETS 
Finding a good initial basis (common approaches)
Principal component analysis (PCA) – eigenanalysis

Simple to analyze. Has certain optimality properties:

However, global basis/loading vectors wi 

Slow convergence. Consistent if the sample size n>>p

Wavelets
Multi-scale basis that uses localized functions. Can describe spatially 
inhomogeneous data.
However, not suited for unordered/non-smooth data

TREELETS – o.n. basis that combines advantages from both

Local eigenanalysis, faster convergence rate than PCA
Multi-scale, but generalizes to unordered data

min
{!i},{wi}

E(!x" x̂!2), x # Rp, x̂ = c1w1 + . . . + ckwk
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Treelet Algorithm (series of local PCA on pairs)

Repeat for L=1,…,dim-1:
Find nearest neighbors (p,q)

Define a Jacobi rotation J(p,q,θ) that decorrelates sp and sq

New variables: x x
x

x

xx x

x

x

x

x
sp

sq
d

s

where R local rotation matrix

coarsest scaling vector + (p-1) difference vectors => orthonormal basis in Rp



Treelet Transform: Properties

As in wavelets: multiscale, orthogonal decomposition 
(fine-to-coarse)

Unlike wavelets: construction not dependent on the ordering 
of the original variables
Algorithm fully data-driven

statistics of the data => tree structure + orthogonal basis
Adaptive functions on the data

11
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Simple Example (Sparse PCA)
Consider

[ZouHastieTibshirani’04]

Ideally, we want loading/basis vectors
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 Basis Vectors: PCA vs. Treelets

Treelets correctly 
identifies the relevant variables;
finds “natural coordinates”

PCA leads to global basis vectors.
Simple thresholding does not help either.

3 treelet vectors with large coefficients
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Analysis of Block Covariance Matrices

Assume K blocks. If variables in different blocks are weakly correlated and the 
noise level σ is not too large, 

then (1) K treelets with large coefficients (p-K treelets that reflect the noise)
       (2) these K vectors are asymptotically piece-wise constant on each block, 
            regardless of the order of the variables.

max
1!i,j!K

!
!ij

!i!j

"
<

1#
1 + 3 max("2, "4)

,

where " =
!

mink !k

Statistical properties of treelets? 
Convergence rate?
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Block Covariance Matrices (cont’d)

Faster convergence rate than PCA, consistent if n>>log(p) rather than 
n>>p  (n observations, p dimension) . Robust to noise. 
Intuition: The treelet transform finds the exact groupings of variables if 
the largest “between-block” sample correlation is less than the smallest 
“within-block” sample correlation

Q: How about more complex data (where block structure is only approximate)?

E! = {max !̂(!)
B < min !̂(!)

W }.

max !(!)
B < !1 ! max

1!i,j!K

!
"ij

"i"j

"
, min !(!)

W > !2 !
1#

1 + 3 max(#2, #4)
,

A su!cient condition for E! is that

{max |!̂(!)
B " !(!)

B | < t} # {max |!̂(!)
W " !(!)

W | < t}

where t = (!2 " !1)/2 > 0.
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Ex.: Hyperspectral Data (revisited)

More condensed combinations/features for tissue classification?

 n~60,000 spectra from three different tissue types,  p~28 spectral bands
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Group together variables that are 
similar in a hierarchical fashion 
(build functions on the data)
Tree structure (learnt):

 Treelet basis vectors (learnt); “Haar-like” standard PCA

“Grand Tour”: Series of rotations (scatter plots)
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Tissue Classification Using Treelets (10-fold CV) 
Using the training set, construct 
treelet basis and find the
most discriminant basis vectors 

Project data onto the selected treelet vectors. Build a classifier in lower-dim space.

Misclassification rate on test set 
(10-fold CV) 

all 28 original coordinates
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Ex: Classification of DNA microarray data
Leukemia data set of Golub 
et al. (1999)

7129 genes, 72 patients

47 cases acute 
lymphoblastic leukemia 
(ALL)

25 cases of acute myeloid 
leukemia (AML)

Standard t-test, choose 
p=1000 most significant 
genes

Describe each sample in terms of K=4 treelets (where K chosen by CV)



Competitive with current state-of-the art classification algorithms
Treelets: 10-fold CV error (0/38), test error (1/34)
Golub et al: 3/38 CV error, 4/34 test error

Classification of microarray data (cont’d)

Fig: maximum energy treelets on samples 
blue rings -- true labels,
red curve  -- treelet “indicator function”

Two-way clustering with treelets (genes, samples)

20

Information in the basis vectors
themselves. Not just clustering.
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TREELETS – a new multi-scale basis inspired by hierarchical trees and 
wavelets

Fully adaptive: Both a hierarchical tree and an ON basis that reflect 
the local structure of the data

Esp. well-suited for data with (possibly multi-scale) groupings of 
variables and cases where sample sizes are small

Faster convergence rate than PCA, robust to noise
required sample size n>>log p  (rather than n>>p)

 Part 1: Summary

For preprint: see arXiv (Aug’07)

Open problem: Do treelets improve regression (e.g. lasso-type methods)?
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PART 2: Diffusion maps

Finding Non-Linear Structure in Data
For a given set of objects                     

   how do we define a distance measure that makes sense?

In high dimensions, usual distances are often only relevant 
locally

X = {x1, x2, . . . , xn}
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Starting point: 
Set of objects

    points in Rp or nodes in a graph
similarity measure that makes sense 
locally, e.g. 

Goal:
To learn the intrinsic geometry of 
the data set (non-linear 
dimensionality reduction)
Integrate local information into a 
global representation by a diffusion 
process

Diffusion Maps [Coifman et al, 2005; Lafon and Lee, 2006]

X = {x1, x2, . . . , xn}

s(xi, xj) = !xi " xj!
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X = {x1, x2, . . . , xn}
G = (X , W )

Graph with Weights

Assume that W is symmetric with non-negative weights w(x,y)≥0
The choice of weights should be application-driven; w(x,y) should 
define the degree of similarity of x and y; 

   and w(x,x)>0. 
For data points in Rp, choose e.g. Gaussian kernel

w(x, y) = exp
!
!"x! y"2

!

"
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p(x, y) =
w(x, y)
!(x)

, where ! =
!

y

w(x, y)

P"(x) =
!

y

p(x, y)"(y)

Construction of a Markov Chain on the Graph 
Define a row-stochastic diffusion kernel and a diffusion operator

where     is a function defined on the data set

The new kernel p(x,y) can be interpreted as the transition matrix of a homogeneous 
Markov chain on the data

!

y

p(x, y) = 1

! X

p(x, y) = Pr(X(m + 1) = y|X(m) = x) ! e!s2(x,y)/!
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D2
m(x, z) = !pm(x, ·)" pm(z, ·)!2

1/!0

=
!

y

(pm(x, y)" pm(z, y))2
1

!0(y)

Take powers Pm. Let pm be the kernel: 

 Diffusion Distances

Probabilistic interpretation: The kernel                is the probability of 
transition in m steps from x to y for a random walk on the data points. 
In particular,  

Geometric interpretation:                  is a bump centered at x of scale 
m. Feature vector measures the interaction of the node with the rest 
of the graph.

Define diffusion distance at time/scale m as

cf. L1-distance in [Szummer/Jaakkola, 2001]

Pm!(x) =
!

y pm(x, y)!(y)

pm(x, y)

lim
m!"

pm(x, y) = !0(y) =
"(y)!
z "(z)

pm(x, ·)
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compare ! pm(x, z)D2
m(x, z) = !pm(x, ·)" pm(z, ·)!2

1/!0

 Diffusion Distances

Integrates all paths of 
length t connecting x 
and y. Extremely 
robust to noise!
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“Shortest Path” not Robust to Noise
Spiral with noise. Two realizations and the shortest path between A and B.

 

Histograms of (top) the geodesic 
distance vs. (bottom) the diffusion 

distance from A to B
for 1000 realizations of a noisy spiral
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D2
m(x, z) = !pm(x, ·)" pm(z, ·)!2

1/!0

=
!

i

!2m
i ("i(x)" "i(z))2

x ! X "# {!m
i "i(x)}

 Diffusion Distances to Diffusion Maps
Biorthogonal spectral decomposition according to

Iterates of the kernel

We have the identity

Clearly, D is a Euclidean distance on the data induced by the map

Connection MRW learning --- data parameterization!

pm(x, y) =
!

i !m
i "i(x)#i(y)

p(x, y) =
!

i

!i"i(x)#i(y), where P"i = !i"i, #T P = !i#i

!0 = 1 ! !1 ! . . . !n ! 0
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 Diffusion Maps Convert Diffusion 
Distances to Euclidean Distances

Non-linear embedding of the data into Euclidean space 
where each eigenfunction is viewed as a coordinate on 
the data set

Family of diffusion metrics:

x ! X "# !(x) = (!m
1 "1(x), !m

2 "2(x), . . .)

D2
m(x, z) =

!

i

!2m
i ("i(x)! "i(z))2
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pm(x, y) =
!q

i=0 !m
i "i(x)#i(y), D2

m(x, z) =
!q

i=1 !2m
i ("i(x)! "i(z))2

where !0 = 1 " !1 " . . . !q " $

x # X $% !m(x) = (!m
1 "1(x), !m

2 "2(x), . . . !m
q "q(x)) # Rq(m)

 Dimension Reduction Dictated by the 
Spectra of Powers of the Transition Matrix
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Example: closed curves

Suppose that the data approximately lie on a closed simple curve.

Then the eigenfunctions are the Fourier basis 1, cos(s), sin(s)… where

s is the arc length parameter. Curvature plays no role.

All such curves can be embedded as circles:

Courtesy of S. Lafon
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Embedding of 3-by-3 patches from natural images
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Example: Hour-glass surface

Courtesy of S. Lafon
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Tissue Classification of Hyperspectral Data

diffusion
distances

Euclidean
Distances
(treelet repr)
and N.N. 
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Learning the Geometry Improves Performance of 
Clustering/Coarse-Graining/Subsampling

3D Swiss roll: Quantization by k-means (k=4) 
in the original space (left) and diffusion space (right)

spectral clustering <-> operator compression [Lafon and Lee, 2006]  
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Beyond manifold learning: Organizing and clustering words
n=3000 words, p=1000 documents
Embedding and clustering with k-means in diffusion space (k=100 groups)

In one framework, dim reduction, data 
parameterization, and graph subsampling
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Organizing and Clustering Words
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In particular:

Laplacian eigenmaps (Belkin and Niyogi, 2002)

Normalized cuts and spectral clustering (e.g. Shi and Malik, 1997; Ng 
et al., 2002; von Luxburg, 2007)

Commute time maps (Fouss et al, 2004)

Open problems: 

Many parameters (kernel bandwidth, dimension of embedding, number 
of clusters, etc) that interact in a complicated way.

From a statistical point of view: What are the population quantities we 
are trying to estimate?

Links to Many Other Eigenmap and Spectral 
Graph Methods...

data do not need to lie exactly on a manifold; population quantity in an 
unsupervised setting (e.g structure definition, vector quantization/clustering)
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Construct a Markov Chain on a Continuous State Space

spectral methods (diffusion maps) <=> classical smoothing
                                                                           

Assume data
X1, X2, . . . , Xn ! F

from some underlying distribution F on a continuous data space X in Rd. Let

k!(x, y) =
1

(4!")d/2
exp

!
"#x" y#2

4"

"

a!(x, y) =
k!(x, y)
p!(x)

, p!(x) =
#

k!(x, y)dF (y) .

Define the di!usion operator A! and its m:th power Am
! , where m = 1, 2, . . .

A! : L2(X ) $ C!(X ), A!#(x) =
#

a!(x, y)#(y)dF (y)

Am
! #(x) =

#
am

! (x, y)#(y)dF (y)

Similarly, based on the empirical distribution F̂n on X , define the data-based
kernels and operators â!, Â!, âm

! , Âm
! .
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Limiting Diffusion Process (Discrete to Continuous Time System)

Note: At is a compact operator. G is unbounded (and non-compact)

Construct an infinitesimal generator of the di!usion operator A!

G! =
A! ! I

!
=

L!

!
.

Under appropriate conditions, the limit

G" = lim
!!0

A!" ! "

!
= !""

exists. Special case: For data on a Riemannian manifold M, we have G =
!"M, where !"M is the Laplace-Beltrami operator on M; proof of conver-
gence by (Belkin and Niyogi, 2003; Lafon, 2004; Hein et al, 2005; Singer 2006).

For time t = m! (fixed),

At = lim
!!0

At/!
! = lim

!!0
(I + !G!)t/! = eGt = e"t#

=
!

i$0

e""2
i tPri

where !#2
i are the eigenvalues of G, and Pri is the orthogonal projector on the

corresponding eigenspace.
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Estimating the Limiting Operator

The continuous in time and in space di!usion operator is given by

At =
!

i!0

e"!2
i t Pri

where G!i = !"2
i !i . Given data, we construct the estimator

A(#, q, F̂n) " Ât/"
",q =

q!

i=0

$̂t/"
",i

"Pr",i ,

where $̂t/"
",i # e"!2

i t and P̂r",i # Pri in the limit ## 0, n#$.
Define the loss function

Ln(#, q) = %At !A(#, q, F̂n)%
& %At !A(#, q, F )%+ %A(#, q, F )!A(#, q, F̂n)%

where %B% = supf#! %Bf%2/%f%2 and " denotes all functions with uniformly
bounded derivatives.
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Preliminary results (Lee and Wasserman, 2008)

At =
!

!!0

e""2
! t Pr!, G!! = !"2

! !!

A(#, q, F ) "
q!

!=0

$t/#
#,! Pr#,!

A(#, q, F̂n) "
q!

!=0

"$t/#
#,!

#Pr#,!

Theorem 1 Suppose that the support of F is compact, F has density p and
that infx p(x) > 0. Let !n ! 0 and n!d/2

n / log(1/!n)!". Then

Ln(!n, q) = O(q!n) +
!

!>q

e!"2
! t + OP

"#
q2 log(1/!n)
n"(q)!d/2

$

where "(q) = (#2
q+1 # #2

q )/2.

Suppose now that the eigenvalues decay according to #2
! $ 1

!2" . Minimize
the risk over ! and q. The optimal choices !"(n, $, d, t) and q"(n, $, d, t) depend
on n, $, d and t.

At A(!, q, F )

A(!, q, !Fn)

bias

varianceloss

1
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Preliminary results (cont’d)

Ah!(x) =
!

ah(x, y)!(y)dF (y), Âh!(x) =
!

âh(x, y)!(y)dF̂ (y).

Lemma 1 Let hn ! 0 and nhd
n/ log(1/hn)!". Then

||Ah # Âh|| = OP

"#
log(1/hn)

nhd

$
.

Lemma 2 For " = 0, 1, . . .,

||!̂h,! # !h,!|| = OP

"%
log(1/hn)
n#(qn)hd

$

where #(q) = $2
q+1 # $2

q . Thus,

max
0!!!qn

||!̂h,! # !h,!|| = OP

"%
q2
n log(1/hn)
n#(qn)hd

$
.
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Spectral kernel methods have the same convergence rate as classical non-
parametric smoothing. The problems are the same:

If the data lie exactly on a manifold the rate depends on the intrinsic 
dimension of the manifold

However, in the presence of noise, the rate depends on the ambient 
dimension (if we let the bandwidth go to 0)

Conclusions (classical vs “spectral smoothing”)
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Spectral kernel methods have the same convergence rate as classical non-
parametric smoothing. The problems are the same:

If the data lie exactly on a manifold the rate depends on the intrinsic 
dimension of the manifold

However, in the presence of noise, the rate depends on the ambient 
dimension (if we let the bandwidth go to 0)

The averaging operator       in Laplacian-based methods is just the Nadaraya-
Watson kernel estimator in classical non-parametric statistics. BUT:

1. Smoothing is not the end goal in spectral methods. It is the eigenvalues 
and eigenvectors of the operator A  that provide information on the 
structure of the data (useful for clustering, regression [see Niyogi’s talk])

2. In diffusion maps, we take powers of A.  Higher-order connectivity.

Conclusions (classical vs “spectral smoothing”)

A!
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Spectral kernel methods have the same convergence rate as classical non-
parametric smoothing. The problems are the same:

If the data lie exactly on a manifold the rate depends on the intrinsic 
dimension of the manifold

However, in the presence of noise, the rate depends on the ambient 
dimension (if we let the bandwidth go to 0)

The averaging operator       in Laplacian-based methods is just the Nadaraya-
Watson kernel estimator in classical non-parametric statistics. BUT:

1. Smoothing is not the end goal in spectral methods. It is the eigenvalues 
and eigenvectors of the operator A  that provide information on the 
structure of the data (useful for clustering, regression [see Niyogi’s talk])

2. In diffusion maps, we take powers of A.  Higher-order connectivity.

Bottom-line: Spectral methods are not really “high-dimensional” data 
reduction methods; their real strengths lie in data parameterization and 
structure definition of data. “Learn the geometry” by an eigenanalysis

Conclusions (classical vs “spectral smoothing”)

A!
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Two complementary methods presented.
Both explore low-dimensional structure in data

Treelets
Method for finding a good initial basis or set of features
Constructs adaptive orthogonal functions on a hierarchical tree
Esp well-suited for data with groupings of variables (sparse; fast convergence)

Diffusion maps (“spectral smoothing”)
Non-linear technique for parameterization and structure definition of data
multidimensional scaling (MDS) + smoothing + stochastic processes
Learn a global representation and metric by propagating information of local 
geometry by a diffusion process

d features/coordinates

N samples

SUMMARY
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